Donald Worster remarked in his 2013
Western History Association presidential address that the twenty-first century American West is suffering from a "heightened sense of vulnerability." This region, "once almost immune to a tragic sensibility, now feels its vulnerability and fears what may come." Certainly, water is key to these worries. Questions about ownership, economic value, and scarcity persist throughout the modern West. Historians such as James Earl Sherow (Watering the Valley [1990] A Land Made from Water largely surveys the Front Range's waterways to understand larger regional transformations related to industrial agriculture, corporate interests, and natural resource management. In subsequent chapters, Crifasi explores how the control of water led to environmental disasters, gave economic advantages to some while exploiting others, encouraged additional technological advancements, and incentivized shady politics.
Crifasi excels in his case for Colorado's waterscape-that new discoveries are derived through blurring historical lines between natural resources, technologies, policies, and peoples in the American West. His enthusiasm to try and explore all of these linkages, however, obscures more than elucidates. A Land Made from Water constantly oscillates between broad histories of corporate control and water law (a huge undertaking alone), mini-histories about weeds colonizing the fertile space around ditch headgates, and personal experiences as a ditch manager. Certain chapters, such as "Making the Great American Desert" and "Left Hand Ditch and the Emergence of Colorado's Prior Appropriation Doctrine" offer rich studies on the U.S. Corps of Topographical Engineers and the implications of local water law, but others, such as "Taking Colorado," which discusses colonization and Native American dispossession but says very little about water's role, seem completely out of place.
A Turning his gaze on a relatively understudied corner of the Pacific World-the relationship between Chile and CaliforniaEdward Dallam Melillo expresses his intention to "avoid producing 'contributionist' history" (p. 11). Yet, reflecting on the work, it is impossible to avoid thinking of the word contribution. Pacific histories have examined the transoceanic movement of people, biota, and ideas between Northeast Asia and the western coast of North America, Australia, and Oceania, and Melillo's book forges an important link in the circum-Pacific chain. He shows how two geographically distant places were bound together by ecological and cultural exchange. The book is reminiscent of Ian Tyrrell's environmental history of U.S.-Australia relations, True Gardens of the Gods (1999), but, as Melillo points out, with considerably more working-class people.
Strangers on Familiar Soil is divided into two roughly equal parts. The first focuses on how Chilean migrant workers, technologies, and commodities shaped California during the gold rush and the industrial agricultural boom. Eight thousand Chilean miners and sex workers were among the sea of humanity that swept ashore in the gold rush era. With them came Chilean boats that-once scuttled-built San Francisco's infrastructure, Chilean wheat that fed California's workers, and Chilean technologies that pulled gold from riverbeds. Melillo confronts the typical challenges working with primary sources that privilege the voices of elite migrants or describe Chileans, Mexicans, and Peruvians as an undifferentiated group. The sources do not
